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INVERTING THE HALF-JUMP
BY

S. HOMER AND G. E. SACKS1
Abstract.
Assume ß is weakly admissible over 0 and 0I/2. It follows that the
/j-recursively enumerable degrees are dense. In addition each /^-recursively enumerable degree above 01/2 is the half-jump of some tamely /3-recursively enumerable
degree below 0I/2.

Introduction. The first jump inversion theorem was found by R. Friedberg [1]. He
showed by means of an embryonic forcing argument that the range of the Turing
jump is the cone of degrees above 0'. A refinement of his theorem, obtained by an
infinite injury argument [2], states that the range of the Turing jump, restricted to
the recursively enumerable degrees, is the set of degrees above and recursively
enumerable in 0'. A distant descendant of that result is proved below in the setting
of /^-recursion theory. The argument draws on most of the ideas in [2]. Difficulties
arise not merely because « has been supplanted by ß, but more because ß is not
assumed to be 2, admissible.
A density theorem for the /^-recursively enumerable degrees is also proved below
for certain inadmissible ß's. The work of Maass [3] on regular, ^-recursively
enumerable sets in the weakly admissible case is applied extensively.
/3-recursion theory [4,5] is the study of 2, definability on Sß, where ß is an
inadmissible (that is, not 2, admissible) limit ordinal. Such an Sß is a typical initial
segment of the Jensen J hierarchy for L. The intent of ^-recursion theory is to adapt
familiar ideas of classical recursion theory to rudimentarily closed, but otherwise
arbitrary, initial segments of L. Throughout this paper it is assumed that ß is weakly
admissible, that is, the 2, cofinality of ß (al ciß) is at least the 2, projectum of ß
(/?*). The work of S. Friedman [5] and W. Maass [3,6] has greatly illuminated the
weakly admissible case. They have managed to show us the following.
There is a /3-recursively enumerable degree 0I/2, strictly between 0 and 0'. It is the
degree of the complete A^ set. (For this only inadmissibility is needed; now assume
weak inadmissibility.) Below 0I/2 there is a subcollection of the ß-r.e. degrees, called
tame, that exhibit most of the properties associated with the admissible case.
Above 01/2 Maass [6] has determined which ß-r.e. degrees have regular, /?-r.e.
representatives. Little more is known without the additional assumption that ß is
weakly admissible over 0I/2. In particular it is not known if weak admissibility alone
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implies the existence of a ß-r.e. degree strictly between 01/2 and 0'. The additional
assumption does yield density, as will be seen below, and also that each ß-r.e. degree
above 01/2 is the half-jump of a tamely ß-r.e. degree. These results will be applied to
a-recursion theory to obtain information about degrees above 0'. Such an application is to be expected since the adjunction of 0', the complete a-r.e. set, to La often
yields a weakly admissible structure.
Our results can be obtained in either of two ways. The first is direct: arguments
from a-recursion theory are modified so as to allow weak admissibility to do all the
work; the main difficulty to be circumvented is the presence of a-finite sets that take
forever, more precisely the entire life of the construction, to enumerate. The second,
originated by Maass [3], is to replace Sß by an admissible structure, the so-called
admissible collapse. The second approach is cleaner than the first, but its details are
elusive. Both are utilized below. It seems likely that the first approach must be
pursued if further progress is to be made in the face of ever increasing inadmissibility and nonregularity.
§2 contains background, essential definitions, and preliminary observations. §3 is
devoted to the inversion of the half-jump by the direct method. Two corollaries are
given in §4. A density theorem is proved in §5 via the indirect method, and some
open problems are stated in the final section.
2. Machinery. The fundamentals of /^-recursion theory were introduced in [4]. For
details see [5]. The idea is to do recursion theory on an arbitrary rudimentarily
closed initial segment of L with r.e. taken to be 2,. The sole departure from
a-recursion theory is the dropping of 2, admissibility. The Jensen S hierarchy for L
is ideal for our purposes. Suppose ß is a limit ordinal and A Ç Sß. A is said to be
ß-recursively enumerable (ß-r.e.) if A has a 2, definition over Sß with parameters in
Sß. A is ß-recursive (ß-rec.) if both A and Sß — A are ß-r.e. A is ß-finite if A E Sß. A
is regular if A n x is ß-finite for every ß-finite x.
It will on occasion be necessary to approximate ß-recursive functions by ß-finite
functions as follows. Let /: Sß -* Sß be ß-recursive. Suppose (Ez)R(x, y, z) is 2,
over Sß and defines the graph of/. Define

fa={(x,y)\S^(Ez)R(x,y,z)}
for each a E Sß, where y is the least S such that a E Ss.
The standard complete ß-r.e. set C is {(e, x)\ Sß N <f>e(*)},where {<pe(x)I e e •%}
is a ß-recursive enumeration of all 2f formulas with free variable x.
Relative ß-recursiveness is defined as in a-recursion theory. A reduction procedure
{e} is a ß-r.e. collection of quadruples (H, J, x, y) of elements of Sß.

[e)A(x) = y +*(EH)(EJ)[(H,

J, x, y) E {e) &H Q A&J C Sß - a].

Note that {e} need not be single valued. [e}a is an approximation of {e} corresponding to that part of {e} enumerated prior to stage a of the universal enumeration.
/is weakly ß-recursive in A (f<wßA)iif=
{e}A for some e E Sß. B is ß-recursive

in A (B ^ßA) if, for some e and all z E Sß,

zÇB~{e}A(z)=0,

zÇÏÏ**{e)A(z)=l.

A has the same ß-degree as B (A =ßB) if A <ßB and B *^ßA.
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Warning, ß-recursive sets often fail to be ß-recursive in the empty set.
A ß-r.e. set is said to be tamely ß-r.e. if there is some ß-r.e. enumeration

{A°\o<

ß) of A such that if K C A and K is ß-finite, then K C A" for some a. Of

course if ß is 2, admissible, then every ß-r.e. set is tamely ß-r.e.
Various definable singularities are needed to do recursion theory on inadmissible
Sß's. The 2^ cofinality of ß (an cf(ß)) is the least y < ß such that some 2£/ maps y
unboundedly into ß. The 2f projectum of ß (anp(ß)) is the least y < ß such that
there exists a one-one 2^ / that maps Sß into y. ß* denotes alp(ß), and k denotes
oicf(ß).
In accord with Maass [6], ß is weakly inadmissible if ß > k > ß*. For the
remainder of this paper, ß is weakly inadmissible ordinal.

Proposition

2.1 (S. Friedman

[5]). There exists a one-one, ß-recursive map of Sß

onto k.

For each A C Sß, define ka to be
unboundedly

f^wßA&f:y

-

k

ka is the recursive cofinality of A. In the next section a non trivial A will be
constructed so that ka = k. The next proposition will be needed for that end.

Proposition

2.2. If ka < k, then ka < ß*.

Proof. Suppose not. Then ß* < ka < k. Let
/: Sß '^ ß*

and

g: ka -* ß,

where/is ß-recursive, g ^wßA and range g is unbounded in ß. Since k"4 < K,f\ ka is
ß-finite, and so V - f[nA] is ß-finite. Then g/-': F -» ß is weakly ß-recursive in A,
has domain whose cardinality (in Sß) is less than ka, and has range unbounded in ß.
A contradiction.
D
The ß-cardinals are those ordinals less than ß that are cardinals in the sense of Sß.
Proposition

2.3. If ß* is a singular ß-cardinal and ka < k, then ka < ß*.

Proof. By 2.2, ka < ß*. For a contradiction assume ka — ß*. Since ß*
singular, there exist a S < ß* and a ß-finite/: S -» ß* with the range of/cofinal
ß*. Let g: ka -> ß be as in the proof of Proposition 2.2. In addition let g
monotonie. Then gf: 8 -» ß is weakly ß-recursive in /I and has range unbounded
ß, a contradiction.
D

is
in
be
in

Proposition
2.4. Let \< k be a regular ß-cardinal, y < X, and {Ve\ e < y) a
ß-recursively enumerable sequence of ß-finite sets, each of ß-cardinality less than X.
Then U {Ve\ e < y) is ß-finite and has ß-cardinality less than X.
Proof. As in Lemma 2.3 of [7]. The assumption of 2, admissibility has been
replaced by X < k. □
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The half-jump was originated by S. Friedman [5]. Let A C Sß. Fix g: ka -> ß so
that g has unbounded

range and is weakly ß-recursive in A. Then Ax/2, the

half-jump of A, is
{(e,z,a)\Sg{0)\

= {e)A(z) is defined).

Proposition 2.5 (S. Friedman [5]).
(i)A^2<wßA.
(ii)A' ^wßAx/2, where A', the jump of A, is {(e, z)\ {e}A(z) is defined}.

(iii)(B)[A'^wßB^Ax/2<ßB].
(iv) // B is n,
recursive in Ax/2.

over (Sß, A), then the predicate x E Sß&x C B is weakly ß-

Proof. To verify (iii) let e0 and ex be indices such that
z E Ax/2 ^ {e0} (z) diverges,

Let/be

z £ Ax/2 «-»{ex)A(z) diverges.

a ß-recursive function such that for all e and F E Sß,
{f(e)}A(F)

diverges <->(z)[z E F — {e}A(z) diverges].

Then
F C Ax/2 *♦ {f(e0)}A(F)

diverges,

F Ç ~A172~ {f(ex)]A(F)

diverges.

Thus a ß-finite question about Ax/1 is answered via a single question about A'. So if
A'<wßB, then Ax/2<ßB.
The work of Maass [3,6] on the admissible collapse is needed in §5 for the proof
of the density theorem. It was his idea to derive results about ß-r.e. degrees from the
degree theory of the admissible collapse of Sß.

A set A C k is ß-bi-immune if (F Ç A or F Ç Ä) -+ F E SKfor all F E Sß. (Recall
that k = al cf(ß).) Observe that ß-bi-immunity implies tameness for ß-r.e. sets.
Proposition
2.6 (Maass [3]). There exists a ß-recursive partition {A, B, T} of k
such that for X C k, if A Ç X and B Ç X, then X is ß-bi-immune. In addition T has
order type k.

The above is useful for creating ß-bi-immunity. Suppose Y C k is ß-r.e. (or ß-rec).
Construct X by injecting Y into T; that is, the yth element of T is put into X iff
y E Y. Then X is bi-immune and ß-r.e. (or ß-rec).
Bi-immunity is the link between 5^ and its admissible collapse, soon to be defined.
The next proposition singles out, as will be seen, the ß-r.e. degrees associated with

the collapse.
Proposition

2.7 (Maass [3]). Let b be a ß-degree. (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.

(i) b has a bi-immune, ß-r.e. representative.
(ii) b has a tamely ß-r.e. representative.
(iii) b has a ß-rec. representative.

Now for the collapse. Let p: Sß -» k be ß-recursive, 1-1 and onto, as in 2.1. Define

T Ç ß3 by
(y,e,z)E

T~Sy

N ^(z) is defined,

inverting
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where </>e
(e < ß) is the <?thß-rec. function. Let f C k be the projection of T:

f=

{{py,pe,pz)\

(y,e,z)E

T).

The structure & = (SK, f) is called the admissible collapse of Sß and is an invention

of Maass.
Proposition

2.8 (Maass [3]). 6£is an admissible structure. For any A ç k, A is 2f

iff A is ß-r.e.
Define <# in parallel with «s^. The reduction procedures associated with <g are
2f sets of 4-tuples. Part of the proof of 2.8 consists of showing that f is a regular
subset of SK. Consequently infinite has the same meaning as «-finite. In addition,
any ß-finite set bounded below k is «-finite. If A and B are ß-bi-immune subsets of
k, then

A^äB
Proposition

iff A<ßB.

2.9 (Maass [6]). Let b be a ß-degree. (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent,

(i) b has a regular ß-r.e. representative.
(ii) b has a ß-r.e. representative, and either o2 cf(ß) > a2p(ß) or 01/2 ^ßb.
(iii) b has a ß-bi-immune representative A that is regular over SK, and there is a 2f

set B such that B <&A and A is tamely 2<fiB>.
The content of (iii) is: b is tamely r.e. over some lesser degree in the admissible
collapse of Sß. 2.9 says all regularity (for ß-r.e. sets) owes its existence to tameness
over tamely ß-r.e. sets. (See the discussion at the beginning of §5.)
To complete this section, some results associated with Shore blocking are sketched.
A function /: y -» tj is said to be tame A2 if there exists a ß-recursive function g:

yXjS^i)

such that

(1) (S),<T(£aXT)T>0[/(S)

= g(S, r)], and

(2) (S)s<y(Ea)(a)a^s(T)T^[g(a,

r) = g(a, a)].

For each tj < ß, the tame A2 cofinality of rj(t Ô2cf(rj)) is the least y < tj such that
there is a tame A2/: y -» tj whose range is cofinal in tj.
Proposition

2.10 (Friedman

[5]). If ß is weakly admissible, then t82ci(ß)-

tS2cf(ß*).
As in Simpson [8] there exist a tame A2 function G0: t 82d(ß) -» ß* and a ß-rec.
approximation G: t 52cf(ß) X ß -» ß* of G0 such that:
(i) range of G0 is cofinal in ß*.
(ii) 0 = Go(0) and G0 is nondecreasing.
(iii) 0 = G(0, a) and Xx \ G(x, a) is nondecreasing.
In what follows it will prove helpful to assume that (i)-(iii) hold when appropriate.

3. Inverting the half-jump. Let A C Sß. ß is said to be weakly admissible over A if
alcf^ß) s* alp^(ß). The subscript A means that functions 2f in A are to be
employed. (If A is regular, then 2f in A is equivalent to weakly ß-recursive in A.)
Thus ß is weakly admissible iff ß is weakly admissible in 0. It is easily checked (with
the assumption that ß is not 2, admissible) that ß is weakly admissible over 01/2 iff
a2cf(ß)>o-2p(ß).
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The present section is devoted to proving the following inversion theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose Y is ß-r.e., regular and 0l/2<j8y.
tamely ß-r.e. X such that X<ß0x/2, Xx/2 =ßY and kx = k.

Then there exists a

It follows from Proposition 2.9 that a regular, ß-r.e. Y >ß0x/2 exists iff a2cf(ß)
> o2p(ß). Thus Theorem 3.1 has a hidden assumption, namely that ß is weakly
admissible over 01/2 (in addition to the overriding assumption that ß is weakly

inadmissible).
Intuitive account of 3.1. X is going to be a ß-bi-immune subset of k, and hence
tamely ß-r.e. The method of 2.6 is applied. 2.6 provides pairwise disjoint ß-recursive
sets A, B and T whose union is k, and which are such that for any C C k, if A Q C

and B C C, then C is ß-bi-immune. X will be such a C.
To make Y </8 Xx/1, each e E Sß is associated with some ß-recursive subset of T
of ordertype k. Let p: Sß -» k be 1-1, onto and ß-recursive. Since k is a regular
ß-cardinal, there exist pairwise disjoint sets T (y < k), simultaneously ß-recursive,
each of ordertype k. Then e G Sß is associated with T (e). As elements of e n Y are
enumerated, corresponding elements of Tp(e) are to be planted in X. There will be
obstacles to the planting, but if all goes well it will turn out that e C y if all but a
bounded (below k) amount of Tp(e) is contained in X. This will suffice to show
Y<XX/2.

To obtain Xx/2 ^ß Y, it is enough by Proposition 2.5 to make X' ^wß Y. If during
the enumeration of X it appears that z G X', then a commitment is made to preserve
that appearance. To be precise, if at stage o, the computation of {z}x\z) converges,
then the relevant negative facts about Xa are committed to preservation. This
strategy makes possible the weak ß-recursiveness of X' in Y, 01/2.
The tame ß-r.e.-ness of X implies X<ß0x/1 according to Friedman [5]. Some
further preservations are made to insure 01/2 ^ß X. The argument requires that 0I/2
be replaced by a ß-bi-immune ß-r.e. subset of k of the same ß-degree as 01/2. The
replacement is legal by Proposition 2.7. Initial segments of equalities of the form
01/2(z) = [e}x(z) are preserved. If for some e, the initial segment preserved had
length k, then it would follow, that 01/2</80, a contradiction. Thus either an
inequality or a divergence must occur.
Holding kx up to k is managed by procedures similar to those found in hyperregularity constructions in a-recursion theory. According to Proposition 2.2, ii kx < k,
then kx «s ß*. Hence it suffices to preserve {e]x on initial segments of ß*. There is a
difficulty, ignored here, but detailed below, if ß* equals k or is a singular ß-cardinal.
If {e}x is total on kx and k*<k,
then the preservation scheme insures [e]x
restricted to kx is ß-finite, hence bounded below ß.
Superimposed on all of the above plantings and preservations is a Shore blocking
argument. Requirements are indexed by ordinals less than ß*, which is divided into
o2ci(ß) blocks, each block of ß-cardinality less than ß*. Within each block there
are no conflicts between planting and preservation requirements. All requirements in

a given block have the same priority. Those in the first block have top priority.
Formal construction. According to Proposition 2.10, t 52cf(ß) = t 52cf(ß*). Let
this common value be a. Let G0 and G be functions as in the last paragraph of §2.

inverting
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Let /: Sß — ß* be 1-1 into and ß-rec, and recall that p: Sß -» k is 1-1, onto and
ß-rec. Finally let V: Sß -» a be a ß-rec. function such that for each y < a, V~x({y}) is

unbounded in Sß.
The source of X's bi-immunity is the A of 2.6. Let g: Sß -» k be a 1-1 ß-rec.
function that enumerates A.
Xa is that part of X enumerated prior to stage a. Let H he a set of ß-degree 0'/2
such that H Ç k, H is ß-r.e. and H is ß-bi-immune. {//"} is an enumeration of H,
and {7°} is an enumeration of Y.
Stage O.X°= 0.
Stage a. Let y = F(a) < a.
Positive requirements. For each e < G(y, o), check if e G range /,. (/„ is that
portion of the graph of /enumerated prior to stage a.) If so, define e' by f„(e') = e.
Recall that the sets Ty (y < k) are pairwise disjoint, simultaneously ß-rec. sets, each
of ordertype k. A positive requirement Q(y, p(e'), 8) for the ôth element of
r</»(O.Y>iscreated if:
(i) 8 is the least ordinal t for which there is no positive requirement for the r th
element oîT(p(e,)y),

(ii) S C range p„, and
(iii)/»;1[8] ne'e
Y".
Negative requirements. Three types may be created at stage a.
A negative C-requirement Nye of priority y is created at stage a if:
(i) e < G(y, o),

(ii) e G range/,,
(iii) {f0-\e)}x\f„-x(e)) is defined, and
(iv) there is no current requirement Nye.
Let 8 be the supremum of all ordinals that figure negatively in the computation of
(iii). Define Nce to be Xa D 8. Thus N£e serves to preserve a value of X', namely
f~\e) G X'. If an element of Nye is put in X at some future stage, then Nye is said
to be destroyed at that stage (and good riddance).
The notion of negative requirement NyLez requires the following definition. A
reduction procedure {e} is said to be v-active at stage a unless there is a current
negative requirement NyLez.with associated computation

{fT-\e)}*\z')

= F(z')

such that HT(z') ¥= H"(z'). Otherwise e is y-inactive.
A negative /.-requirement NyLe2of priority y is created at stage a if:
(i) z is the least v such that there is no current L-requirement Nyev,

(ii) e < G(y, a) is v-active,

(iii)/,"'(e) is defined, and
(iv) {f.-\e))ï\z) = H°(z).
Let 8 be the supremum of all ordinals that figure negatively in the computation of
(iv). Define

NyLez = Xa D 8. Thus

L-requirements

preserve

equalities

between

[f~\e))x
and H (=ß0x/2) in order to obtain 0I/2 ^ßX. If, at some later stage,
requirement iVA2 is destroyed, all requirements Nyez, with z' > z are also de-

stroyed. This ensures that the equality is preserved on initial segments of k. If e is
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y-inactive, then some equality committed to preservation earlier has become an
inequality only because the H approximation has changed. In that event there is a
witness to the inequality of [f~x(e)}x and H, and so there is no immediate need to
establish mere L-requirements on e.
5-requirements fall into two cases. First suppose either ß* = k or ß* is a singular
ß-cardinal. For each e < G(y, a), let z be the least y < e for which there is no
current ^-requirement NyBevat stage a. A negative ß-requirement Nye, of priority y
is created at stage o if:
(i) e G range/,, and
(Ü) [fa-x(e)}x\z) is defined.
Let 8 be the supremum of all ordinals that figure negatively in the computation of
(ii). Define A^e-, to be 8 n Xa. If an element of Nye, is put into X at some future
stage, then of course Nye2 is destroyed, but in addition Nye ,, is destroyed for all
z' > z. Thus initial segments of {f'x(e)]x are preserved in order to insure kx = k.
Now suppose ß* < k and ß* is a regular cardinal. The sole change above is to
replace "v < e" in the definition of z by " v < ß*".
The first step at stage a consists of computing g(a) and putting it into X. The
second step is devoted to the creation of positive and negative requirements as
described above. The third step has a successive substeps. (Recall a is t 52cf(ß).) It
consists of working through all priorities y < a, beginning with y = 0, and putting
elements associated with current positive requirements of priority y into X unless
they are restrained by some negative requirement of priority y' < y. Keep in mind
that an element put into X for the sake of positive priority y may destroy some
negative requirement of priority y" > y and thereby allow the addition of some
other element for the sake of positive priority y'" > y".
Positive requirement y, is rightfully said to have higher priority than negative
requirement y2 if y, < y2.
The above account of steps at stage a is most apt if a is a successor ordinal. If a is
a limit, then the third step of the above procedure is carried out as a preliminary
step. The three steps at stage a are then done in their usual order. In this manner it is
guaranteed that at the beginning of every stage, every element in a positive
requirement is also in X unless blocked by a current negative requirement of higher
priority.
Now a sequence of lemmas is proved whose import is that all requirements are
met by the above construction. First, several useful distinctions. A negative requirement is said to be permanent if it is never destroyed, otherwise it is temporary. If
temporary, it is current prior to its destruction. If permanent, then its associated
computation is preserved throughout the construction of X and so is an actual
computation relative to X.
Second, note that the ß-bi-immunity of X, assured by putting g(a) into X, implies
that each permanent negative requirement is a set of ß-cardinality less than k. Since
X is ß-r.e., its ß-bi-immunity also implies it is tamely ß-r.e.
Lemma 3.2. For each y < a (— t Ö2cf(ß*)),
requirements of priority < y is ß-recursive.

the collection of all z < k in positive
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Proof. Fix y < a. G0(y) < ß* < k, so U/"'[G0(y) fl range /] is contained in
some Ss, where S0 < ß. Since Y is regular, Y n SS{¡is ß-finite. Now z lies in some
positive requirement with priority < y if z satisfies the following Af condition: z is
the Tjth element of some T(pf-i{e)y,)(y' < y and e < G0(y')), and

/-V)n¿r'[T,]cynsv
Note the strong use of the regularity of Y and the fact that G0 | y is ß-recursive.

G

Lemma 3.3. For each y < a:
(I) The set of permanent negative requirements of priority < y is ß-finite and of
ß-cardinality less than k.
(II) If y belongs to a positive requirement of priority y, but not to any permanent
negative requirement of priority < y, then y E X.

Proof. By induction on y. First the successor case. Fix y and assume that (I) and

(II) hold for y.
The verification of (I) for y + 1 begins with checking that the set of permanent
negative requirements of priority y is ß-recursive. Let N be such a negative
requirement. There are two ways in which N can fail to be permanent. First, some
element of N is put in X. Second, N is an L- or ^-requirement and is dropped
because a similar requirement concerning the same reduction procedure and a lesser
argument is destroyed. The similar requirement by virtue of its lesser argument is
created before N is. Let N be the set of all elements in requirements similar to N and
existing when N is created. The bi-immunity of X guarantees that all permanent
negative requirements are of ß-cardinality less than k, so it is safe to restrict the
search for the permanent to those smaller than k.
Either way N is temporary because an element is added to X after being
enumerated in A or for the sake of a positive requirement of priority y' < y. A is
ß-recursive. By Lemma 3.2, the set P of all elements in positive requirements of
priority < y is ß-rec. Hence if N is a C-requirement, N is permanent iîf N D P = 0
and N H A =0. And if N is an L- or 5-requirement, TVis permanent iff ( N U TV"
) n

P = 0and(NLS Ñ) HA =0.
Now the verification of (I) for y + 1 can be completed. Then the three types of
negative requirements are considered in turn. Let a0 be a stage such that
(a)a>ao(y')y^y+x[G(y',a)

= G0(y')],

and
(e)e<c0(y+i)[e

E range/

- e E range /„J.

By induction all C-requirements less than y satisfy (I). For each e < G0(y), at most
one permanent requirement N£e exists. Define W to be
[e | e < G0(y) &(Eo)aS,ao (a permanent Nye is created at stage a)].

Then We G0(y) < ß* is ß-r.e., hence ß-finite and of ß-cardinality less than k.
There is a a, > a0 such that all permanent Nf 's associated with W are created prior
to stage a,. At stage a, it is evident that the set of all such negative requirements has
cardinality less than k.
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As above, it is enough to consider /.-requirements of priority y. Let U be
{e<G0(y)|(£a)a5sO(1

( e is y-inactive at stage a because of some permanent NyLe. )}.
As above U is ß-finite. Thus there is a stage a2 > a, such that every permanent Nye,
created after stage o2 is associated with some computation {fa~x(e)}x\z) that is
correct (for X) and equal to H(z). If there were k permanent L-requirements of
priority y, then H would be ß-recursive in 0 (an impossibility) as follows. It suffices
by the ß-bi-immunity of H to show X8 | H [ 8 is ß-recursive, where 8 < k. Fix 8 and
go to some stage a3 beyond a2 where there is a permanent requirement NyLe, for each
z < 8 and some e < G0(y). The existence of a3 is a consequence primarily of clause
(i) of the definition of L-requirement. As each permanent NyLe, comes into being
beyond stage a2, the associated z increases monotonically towards k thanks to clause
(i), and the manner in which L-requirements are created and destroyed.
That leaves only the 5-requirements of priority y. For each e < G0(y), let Ue be
{z | there is a permanent Nye,}. Ue is an initial segment of ß*. If ß* = k or ß* is
singular, then UeCe. In these two cases, V— {(e, z)| z G Ue) is ß-finite of
ß-cardinality less then k, and so is the associated set of negative requirements.
If ß* <'k and regular, then Ue is possibly an unbounded initial segment of ß*.
The set Q = {e\ e < G0(y)&Ue = ß*} is ß-finite. Hence the set of permanent
5-requirements NyBez (e G Q) is ß-finite and of cardinality less then k. For each
e E G0(y) — Q, Ue is a proper initial segment of ß*. So by Proposition 2.4, the set
{(e, z)\z G Ue&e G G0(y) — Q] has cardinality less than k, and as well the
associated set of permanent ^-requirements.
To prove part (II) of Lemma 3.3, assume there is a positive requirement of priority
y + 1 for v created at stage a0. Assume y G X with the intent of showing y belongs
to permanent negative requirement y' for some y' < y + 1. Clearly y belongs to
some current negative requirement of higher priority at every stage a > a0. Let N be
the set of all elements in any negative requirement of priority less than y + 1 and
current at a stage past a0. If no element of N lands in X, then all of N is permanent
and all is well since y E N. Otherwise let z be the least element of N to be put in X,
say at stage <t, > a0. Then at stage o, + 1, it must be that y belongs to a negative
requirement N0 of priority less than y + 1 that was not injured by the addition of z
to X. But then 7V0must be permanent.
All that remains is the limit case. Let X < a be a limit ordinal. The proof of (II) is
the same as in the successor case. The proof of (I) is slightly modified. Define o0 as
in the successor case. By induction: for each y < X, there is a t > o0 such that all
permanent negative requirements of priority y are created by stage t. Let the least
such t by t(y). It follows from the induction hypothesis and (I) that t(y), as a
function from X into Sß, is 2^. Since X is less than t Ö2cf(ß), t(y) is bounded by
some ax > a0. As in the successor case, it follows that the set of all elements in

permanent negative requirements of priority less than X, and present at stage ax, has
ß-cardinality less than k. D
Lemma 3.4. Y ^ß Xx/1.
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Proof. Since Y is ß-r.e., there is an eQsuch that z G Y «-»{e0}(z) converges. Thus
FC

Y ~(z)zeF[{e0}(z)

diverges] <->{e0} X FXkÇ

01/2 .

Hence facts of the form F C Y can be ß-recursively computed from Xx/2, since

01/2 =£,5Xx/1. The same must be checked for facts of the form FEY. Let e hef(F),
and y be the least p such that e < G0(p). Then by Lemma 3.3, the union of all
permanent negative requirements of priority less than y are bounded by some ô < k.
Again by Lemma 3.3, all elements of T^p{F)y)— 8 which ever sit in a positive
requirement are eventually put into X. That is,

FQY~T{plF),y)-oQX.
More generally,

FçY~{E8)8<K(Ey)y<a[T<p{ny)-8çX].
The formula [F, y, 8] is Tlx, hence ß-recursive in X. Since 8 and y are bounded by k,
it follows that Y <ßXx/2.
□

Lemma 3.5. Xx/2 ^ßY.
Proof. By Proposition 2.5(iii), it suffices to show X' <wßY. First note that for
each y < a, the set of positive requirements of priority less than or equal to y can be
determined from ß-finite information about Y, thanks to the regularity of Y. In
more detail, let a0 be such that
(T)T>o0(e)e<G0(y)[f~\e)

converges -> f/\e)

converges]

and

(tWy'WG(y',t)

= G0(y')].

Since 0I/2 =£0Y, a0 can be computed from Y and y. Let 8 < ß be such that for all
e < G0(y),
e G range/-/_1(e)

G Ss.

8 exists by weak admissibility of ß and is computable from Y since 0I/2 ^ß Y.
Y n Ss is ß-finite because Y is regular, z belongs to a positive requirement of
priority y iff for some e' and some y' < y, f(e') < G0(y') & z is the Tjthelement of

r<„(e,)iï,)&/r1[îi]n<?'c. Ynss.
Next note that if e E X', then eventually some permanent C-requirement Nyf(e) is
formed for e as a consequence of the tameness of X. That is, if e E X' then there
exist unboundedly many a such that [e]x\e) converges. At some such a, Nyi(e) is

formed.
e E X' is computed from Y as follows. First Y is used to determine P, the
ß-recursive set of positive requirements of priority < y, where
y = u.y'[/(e)<G0(y'+l)].

Now for any X < k, let Px denote those requirements in P which are less than or
equal to X. (We are identifying here a positive requirement and the element it is
trying to put into X.) Each Px is ß-finite with ß-cardinality < k. Thus for any X < k,
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Fx = Px n X is also ß-finite. Note that {Fx | A < k} can be enumerated from Y as P
can be computed from Y and X <ß0x/2 ^ß Y. In addition, it follows from Lemma

3.3(1)that, for all sufficiently large A < k, P D X = Fx U P - Px.
Then e E X' iff
(3a)(3Fx)(Nycf(e)

is current at stage o&Nycf(e) n {Fx U (P - Px)) = 0).

This formula is 2f", hence weakly ß-recursive in Y, since 01/2 <^ Y.

Lemma 3.6. X<ß0x/2.
Proof. *«£ O1/2 because Ais tamely ß-r.e. Assume// = [e}x. (Recall H =ß0x/2.)
Let y be the least w such that fie) < G0(w). Let a0 be such that/Je)
converges and
(T)T>O0(Y')Y'<T[G(y', t) = G0(y')]. Define z to be the least v such that
(e')[e'

< G0(y ) -» no permanent NyLe,_viscreated].

According to Lemma 3.3, z < k; in addition, there is a a, > o0 such that:
(1) for ally < z there is a permanent NyLe.v(e' < G0(y)) created by stage a,, and
(2) every y-inactive reduction procedure e' < G0(y) is seen to be inactive by stage
a,.

Since the computation of [e}x°(z) is final and equal to H(z) for all sufficiently
large a, it follows that a permanent NyLe,z(e' < G0(y)) is created, contrary to the
definition of z. □
Lemma 3.7. kx = k.

Proof. Suppose kx < k. By Proposition 2.2, kx =£ß*. And by Proposition 2.3, if
ß* is a singular ß-cardinal, then kx < ß*. Choose e so that {e}x\ kx is unbounded
in ß. If kx < ß*, it may be assumed that/(e) > kx, and so that 5-requirements are
created in order to preserve {e]x on all kx.
Let y be such that f(e) < G0(y). The reasoning of Lemma 3.3 shows there is a
permanent NyBf{e)_y
for each y < kx. Also there is a stage a by which all such
requirements have been created. At that stage a bound on {e}xt kx is evident.
D
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.
4. Applications of Theorem 3.1. First a degree-theoretic formulation of weak 22
admissibility in the presence of weak 2, inadmissibility. Then a result on a-degrees
above the complete a-r.e. degree.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose ß is weakly 2, inadmissible. Then a2cf(ß)
there exists a ß-recursively enumerable degree incomparable with 01/2.

> a2p(ß)

iff

Proof. Suppose o2cf(ß) < a2p(ß) and fi is a ß-r.e. set incomparable with 01/2.
By Proposition 2.9, B can be assumed to be regular. But then the effective disjoint
union of B and a regular, ß-r.e. representative of 01/2 is regular and of higher degree
than 01/2, an impossibility according to 2.9.
Suppose a2cf(ß) » 0-2p(ß). By 2.9 there exists a regular, complete ß-r.e. set C.
Theorem 3.1 provides a bi-immune, ß-r.e. set X E k such that X <ßOx/2, Xx/1 =ß C

and k* = k. Let & be the admissible collapse of Sß (as in §2), and let â be (6B, X).
Since k* = k, & is an admissible structure. The proof of Shore's splitting theorem [9]
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for a-recursion theory is valid in &. His argument is dynamic, that is, it is based
entirely on simultaneous enumerations, and so makes no use of collapsing arguments
legal in L(a) but banned in (L(a),Z)
for most Z's. Thus there is an èrT.e.
bi-immune Y C k such that Y 4âOl/2 and 0I/2 =^â Y. The bi-immunity of Y implies
y is ß-incomparable with 0,/2. By 2.9 Y has a ß-r.e. representative.
D
The second application of Theoremm 3.1 is, to be precise, an application of a
relativization of 3.1. A great deal of the thinking in §2 has been relativized by Maass
[3,6], and the results needed here can be sketched as follows. Assume a is 2,
admissible and weakly 22 inadmissible (i.e. a > o2cf(a) > a2p(a)). Let C be a
complete, regular 2" set. Define S by (Sa,e,C).
Then 2f = 22, and tamely

2f = tamely 2^. (B is tamely 2^ if {K\ K E Sa&K C B) is 2^.) Let/: a2cf(a) -» a
be 2" and have unbounded range. The half-jump of X in the sense of S should be
{(e, z, a)| {e}x(z) converges by stage/(a)}, and it is if X is a tamely 22 set such
that C <„I Let Z denote a hyperregular a-r.e. set. Then Z', the a-jump of Shore
[10], is a tamely 2f set. It is thus reasonable, following Maass [11], to define Z3/2 to
be the half-jump (in the sense of S) of Z'. Maass [11] showed (for weakly 22
inadmissible a among others) that 03/2 is the greatest a-degree with a tamely 22
representative.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose a is 2, admissible and weakly 22 inadmissible. If Y is 22,
regular and 03/2 <„ Y, then there exists an incomplete, hyperregular a-r.e. Z such that
Z3'2=aY.

Proof. The structure S (= (Sa, e, C» is by supposition weakly 2, admissible. It
was noted that 3.1 had a "hidden assumption", the weak 2, admissibility of ß over
01/2. The corresponding assumption for S is a3 cf(a) > a3 p(a), and it holds if there
exists a regular, 22, Y >a03/2. The proof of 3.1 is valid for S, and so there exists a
tame 22 X such that 0' <a X and the half-jump (in the sense of S) of X has the same
a-degree as Y. According to Maass [11], X =a Z' for some incomplete, hyperregular
a-r.e. Z. D
5. A density theorem. In a moment an indirect proof will be given of the density of
the ß-r.e. degrees when ß is weakly 2, admissible and weakly 22 admissible. A direct
proof could be given by adapting the density argument of Shore [12] for the 2,
admissible case. But that would be much longer than what follows. The entire matter
is greatly simplified by Maass's work on the admissible collapse, in particular
Proposition 2.9.
Suppose ß satisfies the above assumptions. Let b be a tamely ß-r.e. degree. Choose
B E b to be ß-immune and éE-r.e.,where & is the admissible collapse of Sß. Clearly B
is tamely ß-r.e. Define &b to be (&, B) if (â, B) is admissible, and the admissible
collapse of (S-, B) otherwise.
By Proposition 2.9 every ß-r.e. degree has a ß-bi-immune representative A Ek
that is âb-T.e. for some tamely ß-r.e. degree b *^ßA. Thus each ß-r.e. degree
corresponds to some <$,b-T.e.
degree in at least one &b. The converse also holds by 2.9.
In addition the relation <&k for âb-r.e. degrees corresponds to the relation <# for
ß-r.e. degrees. Thus the ß-r.e. degrees can be studied by studying the &b-r.e. degrees.
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Maass observed that the splitting theorem (for degrees) holds for Sß because Shore's
proof of splitting for an admissible ordinal holds in every âb.
Theorem 5.1. Suppose ß is weakly 2, admissible over 0 and 01/2. Let A and C be
ß-r.e. sets such that A <ßC and C is regular. Then there exists a regular, ß-r.e. set B

such that A <ßB <ß C.
Proof. By 2.9 C is tamely (&, C0)-r.e. for some tamely ß-r.e. C0, and the same
holds for A relative to some tamely ß-r.e. A0. Let c0 be the ß-degree of C0, and aQ

that of A0.
Shore's density theorem [12] holds in &b for every tamely ß-r.e. degree b. This is
not hard to verify, but does need to be checked, because Shore's proof makes use of
a collapsing argument not valid in all admissible structures of the form (LK,W). All
goes well in &b because of the tamely r.e. nature of b. See Homer [13] for details.
Case 1. A © C0 =ß C. It follows that C is tamely ß-r.e. over A0. Thus the degrees
of C and A both lie in the structure &a , and the density theorem for &a yields the

desired B.
Case 2. A ®C0<ßC.
Subcase 2.1. A <ßA © C0. Let B be A © C0, more precisely a regular, ß-r.e. set
equivalent to A © C0.
Subcase 2.2. A =ßA © C0. Let B0 = A0 © C0. Then B0 <ßA, B0 is tamely ß-r.e.,
and the degrees of C and A both he in the structure &b . Finish as in Case 1. □
6. Open questions. It is far from clear what roles regularity and weak 22
admissibility play in Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. It is possible that the following variation
on 3.1 is provable: Suppose Y is ß-r.e. and 0I/2 <^ Y; then there exists a ß-r.e. X
such that X <ß0l/2 and Xx/2 =ß Y. Very little is known about r.e. set constructions
in which the advantages

of regularity are not exploited. It would be pleasing if the

ß-r.e. degrees were dense for every weakly 2, admissible ordinal, but it is difficult to
see how to begin in the face of strong 22 inadmissibility. It is tempting to try to
reduce the problem to the regular ß-r.e. degrees below 01/2, and to construe the
desired intermediate ß-r.e. degree as the half-jump of one below.
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